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     The importance of the Boolean n-dimensional hypercube as a basis for the

  architecture of future highly parallel computers is now widely recognized among

 the computer architects. It is very important to know how to map communlcation

 and computation trees on the hypercube in order to minimize the communication

  overhead durlng parallel computations. This problem seems to be rather dithcult,

  but lt is possible to solve it for some special l<inds of trees. Here we wM consider

  the simplest kind of tree, the path. The hypercube is a Hamiltonian graph and

  there are many ways how to construct its Hamiltonian paths or circuits. In this

  paper, several new algorithms for constructing the ffamiltonian paths and circuits

  in the n-dimensional Boolean hypercube under given constraints are presented.

 Our main result can be stated as follows: Given a path P, 2'Ll in length, with end

  vertices zt and v and with two inner vertlces x and y such that the distance between

  tt and x ls odd and the distance between v and y is even, lt ls possible to embed

  this path into an n-cube so that the vertices x and v become neighbors of u ln

  the n-cube and the distance between v and y becomes two. An analogous result

  ls proved for another path, defined in the same way, except that the distance

  between tt and x is also even. Since the end vertices of embedded paths are nelgh-

  bors ln the hypercube, these results have corollaries on embedding Hamiltonian

  circuits. Another corollary of the main result is that the balanced 3-quaslstar with

  2" vertices ls a spanning tree of the n-cube.

                              1. Introduetion

    Among the proposed architectures for parallel computers, those based

on the Boolean n-dimensional hypercube (usually called only hypercube or,

when the dimensionality is important, n-cube) are considered to be the most

promising. The n-cube is a graph with 2" vertices labelled e, 1,..., 2"-1

and with an edge joining two vertices whenever their binary representations

differ in a single coordinate. Hypercube multiprocessors are the first highly

parallel computers produced commercially and by them, researchers have been

given a real possibility to experiment with parallel programming. In con-

trast to this technological progress, mathematicai theories of the methods
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how to exploit effectively this massive parallelism are far from well deve-

loped. One of the most crucial problems arising on all levels of hypercube

architectures is that of the optimal mapping the tree structures into the

hypercube. Its dithculty is given by the high regularity of hypercube on

the one hand and by the arbitrary irregularity of general trees on the other

hand. Especially, the characterization of spanning trees of hypercubes is

important. But this problem is one of those still unsolved problems. Ref.

1 contains a comprehensive survey of the state of art in this field and a

detaiied bibliography.

   The rnost simple trees are paths. A hypercube is a Hamiltonian graph,

hence ks Hamiltonian path is at the same time its simple spanning tree.

If the end vertices of a Hamiltonian path are adjacent vertices in the hyper-

cube, the path becomes a Hamiltonian circuit. Problems of embedding paths

and circuits into the hypercube under various constraints and conditions

are interesting in themselves. But more irnportantly, they arise naturally

when we solve embedding problems for more complicated trees. Embedding

a balanced n-quasistar into the n-cube can serve as a good exarnple. The

n-quasistar is a graph homeomorphic to a star K(1,n). A graph is balanced

if it has 2× fe vertices and there exists a 2-coloring of its vertices such that

k vertices are colored with one color and k vertices are colored with the

other color. It was conjectured2) that any balanced n-quasistar with 2" ver-

tices is embeddable into the n-cube, but the proof was giveR only for n=

3, 4, 53). Solving this problem for any n leads to a series of path embedd-

ing problems.

   Very few results on embedding paths have been published untii now

(see, e. g. Ref. 2). Here, we present several new results on embedding Hami-

ltonian paths and circuits. The relations between paths and other trees will

be illustrated by a case of balaRced 3-quasistar. Its embeddability into the

n-cube appears to be a corollary of one of our theorems.

                   2. Deimitions and terminology

   G=(Y, E) is a general graph with vertices V:= V(G) and edges E=E(G).

Edge <u, v> is an edge joining vertices u and v of G. A graph H isasttb-

graPh of G if V(ff)gV(G) and E(H)gE(G). If V(H)= V(G>, ff is a sPanning

sztbgraPh of G. A neighbor of vertex uEY<G) is any vEV(G) such that

<u, v>GE(G). nb(v) will denote the set of all the neighbors of v in G. The

degree of a vertex vei V<G), deg(v), is the nurnber of its neighbors in the

graph G, hence deg(v)=lnb(v)I. tiG is the degree of the graph G, defined

as max{deg(v); vEV<G)}.
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   The Path of length m with end vertices zt and v, p<z.t, v: m>, is a

graph with m+1 vertices u=xtte, ui,..., ztm :v and for all iEii{1,...,m},

vertex ui-i is joined by an edge with vertex ui (hence deg(zt)==deg(v)==l

and the degree of the remaining vertices ls 2). If m==1, we write simply

<u, v>; an edge of a graph can be considered to be a path with unlt

length. Path P<zt, x, y,...,v: m> is a path P<u, v: m> with the vertices

x, y,... between it and v in this order. If we join the end vertices of a

path by an edge, we get a circttit. Our notation for circuits is compatible

with that for paths. For example, P<u, x, y,..., v.' m>U<v, zt>=:c<

u, x, y,..,v: m+1>, c<zt: m> specifies that one of vertices of the circuit

is u, c<m> denotes just a circuit with length m, and c<zt, x, v: m> and

c<v, zt, x: m> are equivalent specifications.

   The path of G is a path which is a subgraph of graph G. A graph G is

said to be connected if there is at least one path between aRy two vertices

of G. The Ilamiltonian Path of G is any path of G which ls a spanning

subgraph of G. hP<u, v: G> denotes a Hamiltonian path of graph G with

eRd vertices tt, v, hP<zt, x, y,.･,v: G> is hP<u, v: G> passing tkrough

the vertices x, y,... in this order. If the vertices zt, v in hP<u, v: G> are

neighbors in G, the graph hP<u, v: G>U<zt, v> is called a Jllamiltonian

circuit of G, hc<G>. If the order of vertices along the Hamiitonian circult

is important, we can write again, for example, hc<tt, v, x,..,:G>.

   A distance, distc (ze, v), between any two vertices zt, v of a connected graph

G is the length ef the shortest path between zt and v. Since there are two

distances between any two vertices along the circuit, the value of distc

(zt, v), where c is a circult, is a set of two values. If p=hP<u, w,.., v:

G> is a Hamiltonian path of G such that distp (u, w)=distG(it, w) (P connects

vertices u and w in the shortest possible way), we use notation P==hp<zts>

-w,.., v: G>.

   2-Coloring of vertices of graph G is an assignment of 2 colors, e. g.

black and white, to the vertices in such a way that no two neighbors have

got the same color. The biPartite graPh is a graph for which there exists a

2-coloring. 2-Coloring means that the set of vertices Y can be partitioned into

two subsets Vi and Y2 in such a way that every edge of the graph joins Vi wlth

V2. If every vertex of Vi is joined with every vertex ef V2, the bipartite

graph is comPlete. K(m, }z) denotes a cornplete bipartite graph with lVii=:;

m and IV21 ==n. Graph K(1, n) is called a star Sn. A bipartite graph is

balanced whenever IVd==IV21. Hence, if G is a balanced graph, IY(G)l is

even. If IVil ye IV21, the graph is imbalanced and the imbalancement of

G, imb(G), will be defined as abs(iVil-IV21).
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   Two graphs are homeomojphic if they can be reduced to the same graph

by omitting some or all vertices of degree 2. For example, any two paths

are homeomorphic. The n-qztasistar, Rn, ls a graph homeomorphic to a star

K(1, n). Then-quasistar consists of a central vertex, center, and n rays. Even

(odd) ray is a ray with even (odd) length. The n-quasistar is baianced if and

only if it has exactly one odd ray.

   The n-dimensional Boolean hyperczfbe Qn is a graph with 2" vertices label-

led O, 1,..,2"-1 and with an edge joining two vertices whenever their binary

representations differ in a single coordinate. There are nX2"-i edges in Qn,

every vertex has n neighbors, and AQn is n. The distance between t"ro

vertices zt, v of Qn is the llamming distance p(u, v) between the binary

representations of zt and v. If ucffV(Qn), nb(zt)= {vEiEV(Qn); p(zt, v)=1}. The

hypercube is a connected balanced bipartite graph. For zt, vEiV(Qn), 5(u, v)

will be the set of all dimensions iGE {1,..,n}, in which the binary represen-

tations of u, v differ. E(u, v) is on the contrary the set of all dimensions,

in which the coordinates of zt and v are the same. Hence E(u, v) ={l,..,2z}-

o"(u, v) and 6(zt, v)=:lp(zt, v)[. The definition of function E can be extended

to any subset of V(Q"). If V'9Y(Qn), then E(V'>=fi {s(u, v);u, vE V'}. The

2-cube is usually called a sguare. The square is isomorphic to a circuit

c<4>.

   The basic property of the hypercube is its recursively defined structure.

Given any iE {l,..,n}, Qn can be decomposed into two copi.es of (n-1)-cubes

Qinnvi and Q2n-i in such a way that all the vertices in each copy have the

same value of the i-th bit in their binary representation. This decomposition,

called the i-canonical decomPosition, will be written: Qi"-i lliQ2n-i. The indices

n-1 can be omitted if they can be understood from the context. Similarly,

i can be omitted if it does not matter along which coordinate the decomposition

is made. Every vertex tt of one subcube rnatches exactly one vertex ti in

the other subcube If e.g. uEV<Qi), we write af==zt(Q2> and say that at is an

image of uEiiV<Qi> iR Q2. p(u, tz)=i and o"(tt, tz)= {i} and there are 2'i-i

edges joiniRg vertices in one subcube with their images in the other

subcube.

    The embedding of a graph G into Qn is a mapping ep': V(G)-, V(Qn) such

that if <zt, v>EE(G), then p(ip'(u), ep'(v>):':l. To simplify the notation we

will identify the names of vertices of an embedded graph with the labels of

their images in the hypercube, whenever it will not lead to ambiguity.

                        3. Previous results

   In Ref. 2, the following two basic results were proved. For the com-
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pieteness of our papey, we will repeat the proofs here using our notation.

   Lemfna 3.1: Let nl})2, let u,v be ttuo difiereRt vertices of (]n, and let

fefip(u,v) (mod2) be an integer sztch that p(tt,v):fgleg2-p(u, v). Then there exists

c =hc<u,v:Q.> sztch that distc(u,v)== {k,2"-le}.

   Proof: The case ofn:=2is obvious. Let n> 2 and assume the iemma

holds for all n'<n. In other words, we can construct a Hamiltonian circuit

cnv-hc<u,v:Qn,> such that distc(tt,v>={fe,m}, whenever h-Ym'-2'Z' axxd le:mu==:-p(u, v)

(mod2). Let fe,m be two integers, fe+m=2'i, k{E!ip(u,v)(mod2).

   I. p(zz,v)==! (Fig. 3. 1>. Then fe is edd and le#m Let fe<m and m' =fn-2"-i.

Then m'>,O k+m' ==2'irfi, and m' Ee p(u,v)(mod2). Let Qn==Q' 11 Q2 such that

u, vEV(Qi). Let cl=hc<zt,v:Qi>such that distci(u,v)== {k,m'} (by induction).

Let w be avertex of cl such that 1(iidistci(u,w), m'-IEdistci(v,w). Let ti, m

be images of u, tv in Q2 aRd let c2==hc<di, ili:Q2>, distc2(ti, tmv)== {1, 2"-'i-!}. Let

c :=clUc2U<w,il7>U<u,ak>-<u, w>-<zZ,W>･ Then c= hc<u, v:Qn> with
dist,(t･t, v) = {le, m} .

    Qi Q2
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          !
          !
      v!          !
          l          l
      ww        :1:      u' l 'u
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          !
          l･
          l
          I
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Fig. 3.1: Hamiltonian circuit
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   2. p(u,v)>1 (Fig. 3. 2). Let (?n =Qi ll Q2 such that uGii V(Qi) and vEiii V(Q2). Let v-

 =v(Qi),di=u(Q2). Then ti iL v and v- 4 u. Suppose le:fgm Letd=p(zt,v)-1 and

cl = hc< zt, v' :Qi> with distcJ( bl, v') == {d, 2'i "'i -d} . Let c2 be a mirror image of

cl iR Q2. Since k>d and kE-(d+l)(raod2), there exists an integer g2)O, q==(fe

-cl-1)/2. Let x,tv be two vertices of the part of cl with length 2"HZ-d iR

the distance q and q+1 from zt. Let x-,di be their images in Q2 and let c==cl

Uc2U<x,x->U<w,ew>-<x,zu>-<x', W>. It is easy to see that dist,(u,v)==

{le,m} and hence c is the solution. []
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P2

     Qi2 Q22
Fig. 3.3: Hamiltonlan path be-

 tween vertlces of Qn with odd

 Hamming distance.

P2=hP<u2i, v:Q2> (by in

<u,v:Qn>･ []

   We wil! need the two

   Corollary 3.1: Let n2)2.

sttch that le.p(u,x)(mod2)

Hamiltonian Path P==

   Coroilary 3.2: Let n}}r2.

Is{fe<2"-1. Then there '

hP<tt, x, v: Q"> such
(mod2).

                4.

   Remark: The technique
wil} be appiied very often '

tonian path or circuk of

ution will be called the

text.

   Lemraa 4.1: Let n}l2,

such that p(u, v) is odd,

   Proof: The case of

holds for all n'<n. Let

   1. M7kdi. Then there

vertices zt, v, w belong to

tion and expansion.

   2. M==di.

    duction).

    foliowing

      Let

     and
hP<u, x, v

      Lel

  exzst

    that

     and Y. NAKAMURA

    Lemma 3.2: Let n;})2 and let u,v be ver-

 tices of Qn such that p(zt,v) is odd. Then there

 exists P== hP<u, v:Q">･

    Proof: The case n==2 is obvious. Suppose

n>2.

    1. p(u,v)= 1. Let c=:hc<ac,v:Q.> with di-

 st,(u,v)={1,2"-1} (by Lemma 3. 1). Let P==c-

<tt,v>. Then P=hP<z{,v:Qn>･

    2. p(u,v)23. Then there exists a decom-

 position Q.==Q' il Q2, Qi==Qii" Qi2, Q2== Q2i ll Q22

 such that uEV(Qi2) and vEE V(Q2i) (Fig. 3. 3). Let

 ztn == zt(Qii) and u2i= ztn(Q2i). Then u2iijv and

p(z{2i, v) is odd. Let Pl=hP<u, uii:Q'> and

     Let P=PIUP2U<u", u2i>. ThenP=:hP

     coro!laries of Lemma 3. 1.

  zt,v,xEiV(Qn), p(zt, v)==1. Let fe be an integer

 p(u,x):i{gfeg2"-i-p(v,x). Then there exists a

 :On> sztch that distp(u,x) =fe.

  zt, vEii V(Qn), p(ze v)==1. Let fe be an integer,

a vertex xEV (On) and a Hamiltonian Path P=

 distp(u, x)=fe, p(u, x)Eii{!, 2} and lei!Ep(u, x)

                   Embediding paths and clrcuits

                        used in the case i of the proof of Lemma 3.1

                       m the following proofs, since the situation when

we can censtruct a solution m one subcube by induction and then add a Hamil-

                      the other subcube, is common. This type of sol-

                     solution by induction and exPansion in the following

                       and let u, v, w be three difierent vertices of Qii

                     Then there exists P==hP<u-w, v: Qn>･

                     n=r2 is obvious. Let n>2 and assume the lemrna

                    M=s{u, v, w}.

                       exists a decomposition of Qn such that ali three

                       the same subcube and the solutlon is by induc-
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   2. 1. e(u, tv) ve- ¢. Then E( zt, v)l ¢. Let i ei E(u, v), (?. =Qi g iQ2, bl, vE V(Q'), tv cii

V(Q2), dr==u(Q2) (Fig. 4.1). Let xE!!V((?2)flnb(ti)-{v(C?2)} and x'--x((?i). Then x'

ffkv. Let Pl==hp<u->nf,v:(?i>, P2==hP<ti-riFw,x:Q2> (by induction). Let P==

plup2U<x,x->U<tt,af>-<x',u>. Then P==hP<u-w,v:(?.>.

   2.2. n is odd and E(u,v)=:¢. Then s(u, tv)ptip. LetiEiEE(u,tv), Q.==QiIliQ2, u,

tvGV(Q'), vqiY(02) (Fig. 4. 2). Let xEiV(Q')finb(u)-{w} and x---x(Q2). Then

p(v, x-)= n-2 is odd. Let Pl=hP<tt-w, x:Q'> (by induction), p2=hp<v, x-:Q2>

(by Lemma 3. 2). Let P=PIUP2U<x, x->. Then P =hP<tf->w,v:Qn>･
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×
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Fig. 4.1: Hamiltonian pathP==
 hP<u--,Fw, v: Qn> when u
 and w are opposlte vertices
 of Qn･

Fig. 4.2: Hamiltonlan
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 and v are opposite
 of Qn･
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W
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Fig. 4.3: Hamiltonian path P=
 hP <tt->w,v:Qn> when tc and

 w are neighboylng vertices
  of Qn･

Fig. 4.4: Hamlltonian

 hp<tt-w, v: Q)t>
 neral case.

path p=
in a ge-

  2. 3.

V(Qi),

 E(u, v) 7E oj, E(zt, w)X di, s {u, v, w} =g5.

wG V(Q2).

Let iE 8(z{, v), Qn -- Qi ll iQ2, zt,VG
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   2.3.1. s(zt,v)={i} and s(v,w>=P. Then u(Q2)--w (Fig. 4. 3). Let xEV(Q')n

72b(tt) and x-pm-x<Q2). Then x4v. Let Pl=hP<u-.x,v:Qi> (by inductiell) and P2

=Izp<zv,x-:Q2> (by Lemma 3. 2). Let P= PIUP2U<x, x->U<zt, w>-<x, zt>･

Then P=:hP<uew,v:Qn>.
   2.3.2. [s(zt,v)l>1 or E(v,w>4of. Assume there exists at least one neighbor

x of zt in Qi different from v and from w(Qi) (Fig. 4. 4). Let x-=x(Q2), ab==u(Q2).

Then x-"7-w. Let Pl--hP<u--.x,v:(?'> and P2==hP<ti--,w, x-:Q2> (by induction).

Let P =PIUP2U<x, x->U<zt, ti>-<x, u>. Then P==hP<u-w, v:Qn>･ The
case that there is no such neighbor caR happen only for n=3 and the solu-

tion is trivial. [I]

   Lemma 4.2: Let n23, let ml, m2 be Positive even integers such that ml

+m2--2'Z-2, and let Pl and P2 be two Paths Pl :P<xl,x3:ml>, P2==P<x2,

x4:m2>. Then there exists an embedding of Pl and P2 t'nlo Q. sztch that p(xl,

x2)=p(x2, x3)= p(x3, x4)=1 and p(xl, x4) =3.

   Proof: The case of n=3is easy. Let ･n>3 and assume the lemma holds

for all n'< n. Without loss of generality, assume ml<m2.

                             1. m2>2'2-i. Then the lnduction and exp-

     Qi Q2 ansion can be applied.
            ! 2. ml=2"-i'2, m2=::2'i-i. LetQ.=Qi ll Q2.
            I

      ms

      ×2

       xl

Fig. 4.5:

 paths in a

== 1.

   Proof:
for all

   1.
zt2 == v2.

   2.

   2. I.

be applied.

  '
  {
  !
ttttttt ttt tttt

  I
  l
  !

            !
            !
            1
            !
            !
            '            i
            !
            t

       Two vertex
         Qn･

         The case of n =2

      n'<n.

     distp(ul, u2)+distp(vl, v2)==2"-1.

     dislp(ul, u2) +distp(vl, v2)<2" - 1.

and m2==2"-1-ml-m3 (Fig.

       ml>2n-i

l
l
･

          Let xl,x2,x3EV(Q'> and x4ffV(Q2) be mapped

          on vertices of Q. as implied by Fig. 4. 5. Let
 x4
          me =x2(Q2). Let P' = hP<x2exl, x3:Qi> (by Lem-

5ir2 ma 4･ 1) and P"==hP<x4, X2:Q2> (by Lemma
           3.2). Then P'-<xl, x2> and P''U<x2, x-2>

           are the required embeddings. []

              Theorem 4.1: Let n})2, P be a Path P<bl1,

           vl:2"-1> and zt2, v2 be vertiees on P such that

  disjoint distp(ul, u2)>O is even and distp(vl, v2)<2"-1 is

           odd. Then there exists an embedding of P into

           Q. sztch that p(ul, ot2)==2 and p(vl,v2):=zp(ul, vl)

         is triviaL Let n>3 and assume the lemma holds

                  Immediately from Corellary 3. 2, since

                 Let ml==distp(ul, u2), m3==distp(vl, v2),

         4. 6). Then ml>O, m2>O are even, m3>O is odd.

or m3>2n"i or m2>2'i-i. The iRduction and expaRsion can
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                           2n-1

               6-!tl}1-zglfi!L..<i even m2-even rn3.-odd.

              ul u2 v2 vi
               Fig. 4.6: Path P=:P<ztl, zt2, v2, vl:2'i-1>
                       with distp(ttl, tt2) even and distp
                       (v.1, v2) odd.

   2. 2. ml<2"-' and m3<2"rmi-1. Let Q.==Q' ll Q2, ul(II Y((?i), and vl =ul(02).

Let xEV(Q') be any neighbor of ul, and x""--x((?2) (Fig. 4.7). Let pl==lzp<ul,

zt2, x:Qi> such that distpi(ul, u2) =ml and p(ul, u2) -- 2 (by Coroilary 3.2.).

Let p2=hp<vl, v2, x-:Q2> such that distp2(vl, v2)=m3 and p(vl, v2)=1 (by

Corollary 3. 2. ). Then P :=PIUP2U<x, x-> is the required embedding.

   2. 3. ml=2"-i. The construction is the same, but in this case, u2 is iden-

ticai with x(Q2) (Fig. 4.8>.

             l
             l

     s,l.;ilx l. R ... v2 X,
      2'."h' ll trli'i"" uil

             i
             !
             !
             i             i
             i
             i

    Fig. 4.7: Embedding the path Fig. 4.8:
     1)==P<ul, zl2, v2, vZ: 2,i-1>

     with distp (ul, u2)<2"-i even with
     and distp (vl, v2)<2"-i-l odd. distp (vl,

   2.4. m3=2'irmi-1. The construction is the same,

identical with x(Q2) (Fig. 4. 9).

   3. distp(ul,u2)+distp(vl,v2)>2'i-1. Let

1-distp(ztl,u2), and ni2=2"-1-ml-m3==distp(ul,

4. Ie). Then ml>O, m2>O are even and m3>O is odd.

   3. 1. ml>2"-i or

be applied.

l
l

i
l
!
!

l

l

l
l
l
I
I
l

Q2

m3>2,z-1 or m2>2"-1.

u2

  ..･1･･'

vl

v2

        Embedding the path
  P=:P<ul, tt2, v2, vl: 2n-1>
      distp (ztl, u2)=2'i-' and

         v2)<2"m'-1 odd.

        but in this case, v2 is

ml==2'i-1-distp(vl,v2), m3=:2"-

     bl2)+distp(vl, v2)-2"+1 (Fig.

The induction aRd expansion can
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     Qi Q2
            l
            l
            !
   u2 x ! v2
    'a･.. I l     'J･l,..... I, .:l

       u!' l vl
            l
            I
            li
            i

Fig. 4.9: Ernbedding the path
 P=P<ul, u2, v2, vl: 2n-1>
 with distp (ul, n2)<2"-i even
 and distp (vl, v2) =2n"t-1.

P. TvRDIK and Y. NAKAMuRA

       3.2. ml ==2"ffi. Then

    distp(vl,v2)=2"'i-i, and

    =:(?il[02, vl Ei Y(Q2), and let

    two neighbors of vl. Let

                      distp(ztl, zt2) >2n-i,

                     m2<2'i-'-L Let Qn
                     t･t2, v2E V(Q2) be any

                      ul, y,x be images
of vl, zt2, v2 in Qi, respectively (Fig. 4. 11).

Let Pl--hP<ul-y,x:Qr> (by Lemma 4. 1). Let

p2=hP<v2, u2, vl:Q2> such that distp2(v2, zt2)

 =m2 <by Corollary 3. 1). Then P--PlUP2U<x,

v2> is the required embedding.

   3.3. m3==2"-'-1. Then distp(ul,zt2)==2"'i,

distp(vl, v2)>2"Mi, and m2<2'i-'. Let Q. =QiIIQ2,

ulEY(Qi), and !et vl,xGffV(Q') be any two ne-

ighbors of ul. Let u2, v2,y be images of x, vl,

e･cl in Q2, respectively (Fig. 4. 12). Let Pl=hP

             2n-i
 .   ml =even m 2 = even m 3 r- odd l-

Fig. 4.10: Path P=P<ttl, v2, u2, vl:2'i-1>with
       distp (t{1, zt2) even and distp (vl, v2) odd.

Qi

C.,i-l
･

l
･

1
･

+

Q2

 ,"v 2
Ll.yl

v2 ma2

Fig. 4. ll:

 p=p<ttl, v2, vl: 20'i-1> with
 distp (ul,

 distp (vl,

xl  i'

  i'

Embedding the path

 u2)<2'i-i even and
 v2)==2n-i-1.

     Q! Q2
         l
    .g,liiLIILII.l V2 .2

       xlMM-<<ltiL

         l.

Fig. 4. 12: Embedding the path
 P==P<tll, v2, l{2, vl: 2;'2-1>

 with distp (ul, u2)=2""i and
 distp (vl, v2)<2"-'-! odd.

<ztl--.vl,x:Qi> (by Lemma 4. 1). Let P2==hP<u2,v2, y:Q2> such that distp2

(v2, zt2)==m2 (by Corollary 3. 1). Then P=PIUP2U<x, zt2>U<ztl, y>-<ztl,

vl> is the required embedding.

   3. 4. ml<2"-i and m3<2"-i and m2-<2'i-i. Then distp(ul, z{2)>2"'i and

distp(vl, v2)>2'i-'. Let Q. =eiIl (?2, ztlE! V(Q'), and let xEV(Qi) be any neighbor



di2

Qi

x

l
･

l
-

'2..

ut -i.

  '1･..

l

       ca3

Fig. 4.13: Embedding
 P=P<ul, v2, u2, vl:
 with distp (ul, u2)>2nnti

 and distp (vl, v2)>2"rm"i-1

p<ul, zt2, v2, vl:2'i-1>

are even and ml+m3<2"-2.
sztch that p(ul, zt2)= p(vl, v2)==2

   Proof: The case

for ali n'<n. Let m2=2"-1-ml-m3 (Fig.

Ioss of generality, assume

i
l･" ''''

l
'
s
･

   1. ml>2n"i. The

   2. ml=2"-i. Then

only for n>3 Let Q"
tices of Q' such that

Then there exist two

and p2 =p<ul, N:2" -i-m3-2>

and Y=pt(Q2) Let p3=

lary 3. i). Then p==plUp2Up3U<x,v2>U<y,Y>
   3. ml<2"M'. Then

v2)l}l2"-i+l. Let (?.-

bors of ul (Fig. 4.

ml+m2-2'i"i (by Corollary

hbor of ul. such that

with v2). Let u2,x,y

Embedding Paths and Circuits into the Hypercube 11

             ef ul. Let pl=hP<ul, zt2, x:Q'> such that
Q2
             distpi(ul, u2)=m3+1 and p(ztl, u2) ==2 (by Corol-

             lary 3.2). Let vl EvaV(Q') be the neighbor of

tt ul such that distpi(ul,vl)=1. Let x-,ti1, v2 be
'v) images of x, z･tl, vl in Q2, respectiveiy (Fig.

             4.13). Let P2=hP <af1, u2, x-:Q2> such that
rn1-t
             distp2(ut, v2)=:ml-1 (by Corollary 3. 1). Then p
    the path
    2n -1> ==Pl UP2U <x, x-> U <ul, z71> -<ztl, vl> is the

      even required embedding. Z
       Odd･ Lemma 4. 3: Lel n22, and P be aPath
       such that ml--distp(ul, zt2)>O and m3=distp(vl, v2)>O

            Then there exists an embedding of P into Qiz

             and p(ul, vl)==p(ztl, v2)=p(vl, it2) == 1.

    of n=2 is trivial. Let n>3 and assume the Iemma holds

                       4. 14). Then m2>1 is odd. Without

          ml>m3.

              2n-1
  ,･-i'i L-b-v' en m2== odd rn3reven i'

 C>-------------K]F

  Fig. 4.14: Path P=p<ul, zt2, v2, vl:2n-1>
          with ml =distp (ztl, tt2) and m3==distp

          (vl, v2) even, "zl+m3<2"-2.

     Induction and expansion can be applied.

       m3:E{;2"-i-4 and m2-<2"-i -3. This case can happen

     == Q' li Q2. Let ul, vl, v2, y {iE V((? i) be four di fferent ver-

     p(vl, ul)=p(ul, v2)=p(v2,y)=1 and p(vl,y)=3 (Fig. 4.15).

      vertex disjoint paths pl, p2 in Qi, pZ=p<vl,v2:m3>

              (by Lemma 4. 2). Let zt2=vl(Q2), x=v2(Q2),

    hp<x, u2, V:Q2> such that distp3(x, u2)=m2-1 (by Corol-

                              is the required embedding.

      distp(ar1,v2)==ml+m2 is odd Since mll}rm3, distp(ztl,

   -QiUQ2, uZEill V(Q'), and let vl,v2EV(Qi) be any two neigh-

   16). Let pl=hp<ztl, v2, vl:Qi> such that distpi(ul, v2)==

          3. 1). Then distbi(vZ,v2)==m3. Let y be the neig-

     distpi(ztl,y)==! (if ml+m2==2"'"i+1, then y is identical

   ' be imaages of vl,z{1,y in Q2, respectively. Let p2=hp
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                                             Qt Q2
        Qt Q2
                                              m3
   .16M3 M2-3 ftl6 11 .21-1

                                                  li ･l'
                                        v2 -'"i-".'"l,, i xi.

   ul i i ,i x l ! l -

    Fig. 4. 15: Embedding the path Fig. 4. 16: Embedding the path
      p==p<ul, tc2, v2, vl: 2n-1> p=p<ul, u2, v2, vl: 2n-l>
      with distp (zel, z{2)==2""i and with distp (ul, u2)<2"-t even
      distp <vl, v2)g2"mi-4 even. and distp (vl, v2) even.

<x,zt2,V:Q2> such that distp2(x,zt2)=:ml-1 (by Corollary 3. 1). Then P==PIV

p2 u <ztl, x> U <y, V> -<ttl, "v. > ls the required embeddin g. []

   Lemma 4. 4: Let n2}i3, and let P be a path p<ztl, zt2, v2, vl:2"-1> sztch

lhat ml==distp(z{1,u2)>O, and m3=distp(vl,v2)>O are even, mll}ilm3 and ml+

m3--2'i-2. If m3vE2, then there exists an embedding of P into Qn such that

p(ul,u2)==p(vl, v2)==2 and p(ztl, vl)==p(ul, v2) =p(vl, zt2)==1. If m3==2 and ml==

2"-4, p can be embedded only in sblch a waN that p(nt, tt2)==p(vl,v2)=2, p(ul,

vl)=1, and either p(zcl, v2)==l and p(vl, u2)=3 or p(ul, v2)=3 ana p(vl, z･t2):= 1.

   Proof: For n==3, ml=4, and m3=:2, the lemma holds. Let n>3.

   1.m3=:2,ml==2'i-4. Then all the three vertices zt2, v2, and vl have to

belong to one subcube Q3 of Qn, so the situatien is the same as for n:= 3.

                                    2. m3>2. For n=4, the only two

6
l
･
Q
-
･
･
･
･
-
-
･
-

i
l
!
v
2
l
'

6u
l
i
x
･
-
-
-
･
-
･
o
i

I

l

v2 lu2

       ul vt
Fig. 4. 17: Embedding the path
 P--P<ttl, lt2, v2, vl: 2?i-1>
 with distp (ttl, tt2)=2"-i and

 distp (vl, v2)=2iZ-i-2.

possibilities are ml--10 and m3==4 or ml

=8 and m3==6. In both the cases, there

exists an embedding with p(ul, zf2)=p(vl,

v2)=:2 and p(ztl, vl)== p(er1, v2);= p(vl, u2)==

1. Let n>4.

   2. 1. mZ>2"ff'. The induction and

expansion can be app}ied.

   2. 2. ml==2"-i and mvO--2"-i-2. The

construction ls trivial by doubie induc-

tion and expansion (Fig. 4. 17). []

   Lemma 4.5: Let nk2, and let P be a
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path p<ul, tt2, v2, vl:2"-!> such that distances ml =distp(ttl, zt2) and m3--

distp(vl,v2) are odd, and ml+m3<2". Then there exists an embedding ofP

into Qn such that p(ul, u2)=p(vl, v2)==p(ttl, vl) ==!.

   Proof: The case of n==2 is trivial. Let n23 and assume the lemma holds

for all n'<n. Let m2 =2'i-1-ml-m3 (Fig. 4. 18). Then m2>O is odd. Without

loss of generality, assttme mll2)m3.

                             2n-1
                 r･ -'-'-'-"'-'-'-'"--'-'--'-'--'-'-" -'-'-'-'-:1

                l' mi=odd m2=odd m3=odd l
                b----------------e--------

               ul v2 v2 vl
               Fig. 4. 18: Path P--P<ul, u2, v2, vl: 2"-1> with
                         distp(u.1, tt2> and distp (vl, v2> odd.

                                  1. ml>2"". The induction aRd expan'
     Qi Q2 sion can be applied･
            l 2. ml<2'tM'. The construction is tri"

u2  x
i
"
"

 ul

{
t
!
l

 Fig. 4. 19:

   P=P<ttl,
   with distp
   <vl, v2>

   Theorem
be vertzces

ml>m3.
p(vl, v2) =2

m3--2, and
to(ztl, u2) == p(vl, v2) = 2,

v2) =3 and

   ?roof

   1. ml+m3<2'i-2.

   2. ml+m3>2'i-2.
<ul, v2, zt2,

li[' 'i

   l

   l･

   l
   l

   l･

 Embedding the
  u2,
   (ul,

 odd.

   4. 2:

 of p

Then there

 and p(ul, vl) =p(ul, v2)=:p(vl, u2)=:1 with

   m1 :2n-4,

 p(vl, zt2)=:1.

:

    ww Immediately from Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4. 4.
            Immediately froin Lemma 4.5, since any path

  vl:2"-i> with ml =distp(ul, zt2>>O and m3=distp(vl,v2)>O

                vial by Corollary 3. 2. Let Q.=QillQ2, ztlei

,-x . v2 V(Q'), vl--ztl(Q2), xEV(Qi) be any neighbor

 i .i" of ul, x---x(Q2) (Fig. 4. 19). Let pl :hp<
 - tt-tt

 vl ttl, zt2, x:Qi> such that distpi(ul, zt2)==ml
                and p(ul, zt2)==1 (by Corollary 3. 2. ). Let P2

                = hp<vl, v2, x- : Q2> such that distp2(vl, v2)

                :=m3 and p(vl, v2)=1 (by Corollary 3. 2.).

                Then p=plUp2U<x,x-> is the required
        path
v2, vi:2n-1> embedding. If ml==2"-i-1, the constru-
 u-9) and distp ction is the same, on!y u2==x. Similarly,

                m3=2n-"i-1 implies v2 =di. n

  Let n22, and let P be a path p<ul, vl:2"-1>. Let zt2, v2

st{ch that ml =distp(ul, u2)>O and m3 =distp(vl, v2)>O are even,

    exists an embedding of p into Qn such that p(t{1, u2) =

                              the only excePtion for n}}t3,

        when P can be embedded only in sztch a way that
    p(ul,vl):==1, and either p(zel, v2)==1 and p(vl, tt2) =3 or p(ttl,

p==p

such
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that ml and m3 are even and ml+m3>2"-2, can be considered in the same

time to be a path p=p<ul,v2,u2, vl:2't-1> with mZ' =distp(z{1,v2):==2'!-1-

m3 and m3'==distp(vl,zt2)==2"-1-ml, where ml' and m3' are odd and ml'+

m3'<27z. n

    Corollary 4.1: Let n22, and let p be apath p<ul,vl:2"-1>. Let u2,v2

be vertices of p such that ml=:distp(ztl, u2)>O and m3==distp(vl,v2)>O are odd,

ml;}iitm3. Then there exists an embedding of p into Q" sttch that p(ztl,vl)--

p(ztl,zt2)==p(vZ,v2)=1, hence also p(ul,v2)==p(vl,u2)--2, with the only excePtion

fbr n;})3, m3=3, and ml=2"-3, zvhen P can be embedded so that eitherp(ztl,

vl) =p(vl,v2)= 1 and p(ztl, ze2)==3 or p(za1, vl)= p(ul, u2)==1 and p(vl, v2) = 3.

    Because the Hamming dis tances between the end vertices of Namiltonian

paths of Qn in Theorems 4. 1 and 4. 2 were always 1, these two theorerns

have the following corollaries:

   Corollary 4. 2: Let n23. Let c be an.y circttit c<u, zcl, u2:2"> such that

distances betzveen u, ul and u2 are even (Fig. 4. 20). Then there exists an

embedding of c into Q. sztch that p(zt, ul)=p(u, u2)==2.

    Proof: Immediately from Theorem 4. 1.

   Corollary 4.3: Let n2il2. Let c be an.v circttit c<z･t, za1, u2:2"> sztch that

distances between u and ul are even and distances between u and u2 are odd

(Fig. 4.21). Then there exists an embedding of c into Qn such that p(u,ul)=:2

and p(zt, u2) == 1.

   Proof: Immediately from Theorem 4. 2.

           ""2 .2 "2. .s'l
               +- -:     eifen "'-"'･e" e.se(x .eVen """R" Ddd

    Fig. 4. 20: Circuit c<tt, ul, u2: Fig. 4. 21: Circuit c<u, ul, u2:
      2"> with even distances i)et- 2'2> with even distances bet-
      ween u, ul and z{2. weenuand ul and odd distan-
                                          ces between t{ and ic2.

   Another corollary of Theorem 4. 1 relates to the 3-quasistar. This result

is not a new one, it was proved by Havel2) recentiy, but his proof was based

on another idea.

   Corollary 4.4: Balanced 3-quasistar with 2" vertices is a spanning tree of

Qn. Moreover, it can be embedded into Qn so tkat the end vertices of even
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                            rays have ,Hamming distance 2 in Qn.
         vl X grmt-----oi';'pli.IJIIJIIIIJi7e.......,.. -2 .,,,PEo.o5g,,L,.s,t,.Rt,?e.a,ga,is,":e,g,g,-s",:sGs;:I

         6-tt"5" r2,r3 its two even rays and the odd ray, res-

                            pectively. Let wl,w2,w3 be the end vertices
         wx
 wi ?v../...--'"/W2 :fei.rgahYbSorrsl'or2f'cre3htg?SPoe.CtlVheelY;ayLset.2jY,3b?Fl.hge.

         6'"ltt" 4.22.). Then the graph R3U<w2, w3>-<w,

Fig. 4.22: Embedding the 3- x> is a path pl=P<tvl, w, tv3, zv2, x:2"-i>
 quasistar` with odd distance between w and x and it can
be embedded in Qn so that p(w,x)=1 (by Corollary 3. 2). By removing <w2,

tv3> and by adding <w, x>, we get the original quasistar. But there is

another way, how to transform R3 into a path. Let p2==R3U<w2, w3>-<w,

y>. Then P2 is a path p<wl, w, w2, w3, y:2"-1> with even distp2 (wl, w2)

and odd distp2(w, y) and by Theorem 4. 1, there exists an ernbedding such

that p(wl,w2)=2 and p(w,),)= 1. B

                    5. Conclusions and further work

    Our results did not exploit ali the possibllities how to embed paths and

circuits into the hypercubes. We can streRgthen the censtraints on the

embeddings so that our results can be considered to be simpler cases of

more complex theorems which are to be proved yet and can be formuiated

only as conjectures now.

    Conjecture 1: Let n24, and let c be a circuit c<zto, zti.., ztnff2:2"> such

that distc(blo,ui)>1 and distc(z{e, ztn..2)>1 are odd, and distc(zti, eci÷i)>1 are even

for all i=1,2,..,n-3. Then c can be embedded in (?n so that p(uo, aci)=1 for

all i=1,2,..,n-2 (Fig. 5. 1).

un

(.Sele" E3 eX2, o{g7., un k,,,I,i:i' il'Oi U3 ZVe",ilg.e{sb.,

            uo                                                uo

 Fig. 5.1: Circult c<zto, u!,.., Fig. 5.2; Circuit c<uo, tti,..,

  un-2: 2n>. ttn: 27i>.

If proved, this conjecture has a corollary generalizing Corollary

Conjeeture 2: Let nl})3, and let c be a circetit c<uo, ui,..,u,t:2'i> such

4. 2.

that
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the distances between vertices tto,ui,..,ztn are even. Then c can be embedded

in Qn so that fi(ui, zei+i) :2 for all i=1,2,.., n-1 and p(uo, un)=:2 (Fig. 5. 2).

   The solution of this problem seems to be a key to the proof of the con-

jecture2) that a balanced n-quasistar with 2" vertices is a spanning tree of

Qn･
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